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Introducing the CCP

2

• Set up under the Better Regulation Reforms

• CCP10 is part of the ‘second iteration’ of the CCP – for NSW / ACT

• We assist the AER to make better regulatory determinations by providing 
input on issues of importance to consumers

Represent a consumer 
’real world’ perspective –
the ‘person in the street’

Focus: consumer outcomes
Price, performance, 
service, corporate 

responsibility

Fair outcomes for all 
A well-performing utility is 

of best value to the 
community



Overview
• This proposal is reasonable, and tends to address the contemporary concerns of 

customers. 

• Capex approach to support the progressive energy policies in the ACT is noted.

• The stable approach to the quantum of capital investment is noted. 

• TSS: support for Evo’s initiatives and focus on demand tariffs. CCP is keen to 
understand the acceptance and real experience of energy consumers. 

• Community engagement on the reset appeared to be a little ‘closed’, so limited in 
depth in feedback.

• Some surprise that reliability and network performance were top of the key issues 
for consumers.

• Interested in Evo’s response to recent trends in network performance, and how that 
relates to the expenditure proposals. 

• We present in a  spirit of constructive debate.

• We retain a  commitment to ‘no surprises.’



Context 
• 2014-19 determination not resolved before 2019-24 lodged

• Rapid changes: particularly in technology, including ACT Government    
commitment to renewable energy, NB reverse auction process

• 2012 rule changes and “Better Regulation” now embedded - last time they 
were ‘brand new’

• ActewAGL, now Evoenergy, has made significant cost reductions in many 
aspects of the business during 2014-19

• New Rate of Return guideline being developed by the AER

• Benchmarking now better established, compared to 2015

• Major development in Consumer Engagement by some network businesses



Overview: Total revenue Sought



Capital Expenditure (capex)



Forecast Capex
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Capex by Category, 2014-24



Considerations re Capex
• Augex is about right and heading in the right direction with focus 

on control systems etc

• % Repex is a bit below other network businesses, makes sense for a 
younger network. Underspent 2014-19.

• The ratios and balance of investment in repex, non-network assets 
and customers connections vary from other utilities, we look 
forward to further analysis by the AER, Evo  and conversations with 
ACT consumers to clarify this position.

• Non Network costs are high, about 18% of total capex. 

• Very high Non- Network spend over the 14-19 period, carried 
forward capacity would be expected?

• A fair bit of Non-Network is IT, should be delivering efficiencies 
elsewhere, where are these efficiencies?



Operating Costs (opex)



Trend Growth in Opex
• Key questions in assessing the trend growth:

• Are the output growth factors reasonable?

• Is the assumed productivity change reasonable?

• Are the projections for labour cost increases reasonable?

• Trend customer growth factor:

• Is based on AER statistical analysis but it is significantly larger than estimates by NZ 
Commerce Commission  

• Assumed trend productivity growth:

• Assumption of zero based on AER statistical analysis but most businesses plan on 
continuous productivity gains.  Should networks be different?

• Labour cost projections:

• Are the increases projected consistent with other wage forecasts?  If there are real 
wage rises will Evoenergy expect productivity gains from the workforce to offset 
these? 



Considerations Regarding Opex

• Opex is about half the increase in proposed total revenue. Are there more 
opportunities for efficiencies and cost reductions?

• Evoenergy has applied the base-step-trend approach used by AER – but is it 
giving plausible results? 

• Base opex is $16.5m below the starting point  

• This reflects productivity increases achieved by Evoenergy and is to be 
applauded

• Two key factors in the increase are a trend increase in costs and a step 
change.  Both should be carefully reviewed

• The step change is due to increased vegetation management costs. 
Responded to ACT Government requirements. Are the costs reasonable?



Happy with Incentive Schemes

•EBSS

•CESS

•STIPIS

•DMIS (where is the evidence of serious 
consideration of DM?)



Tariff Structure Statement

• Evoenergy is recognised as being among the leaders in tariff reform – e.g. introduction of 
residential demand tariffs

• We consider cost reflective tariffs are in the Long term interest of consumers and support 
this in principle.  We have some questions:

• Is there a case for seasonal tariffs?

• What is the movement in average tariffs for customers on the basic tariff and the 
demand tariffs?  
• The reduction in the gap in energy rates raises questions

• Demand charges for LV commercial customers are much larger than those for 
residential customers and HV customers.  
• What is driving this? And the increase in residential demand charges relative to those for HV 

customers?

• Why is Demand + Capacity tariff (rather than the demand tariff) prescribed for LV 
customers with embedded generation
• If tariffs are cost reflective and based on demand why should the network tariffs depend on 

equipment on the customer’s side of the meter?



Consumer Engagement

At the start CCP10 posed 3 key questions as a basis 
for considering the Revenue Proposal:

1 What was Tried?

2. What was Heard?

3. What was Applied



What was Tried?

• ECRC

•Community Forums

•Online?



Process Overview

We 
are 
here



What was Heard?

•Affordability

•Reliability 

• Sustainability



Consultation Questions from Evoenergy



Key Themes, 1 and 2



Key Themes 3 and 4



Other Considerations



Index of Network Revenues, 2006-16



Total Multilateral Partial Factor Productivity



Opex Multilateral Partial Factor Productivity



What was Applied?

• Is the price / reliability trade-off reflecting consumer views. NB 
Theme 2, “Price …BUT …”

• CCP had limited opportunity to observe consumer engagement

• Theme 4: is an annual price increase of 5.66% (nominal) “cost 
reflective and stable?”

• Can the Evoenergy network be used more efficiently?

• Evoenergy has had the second highest increase in network 
revenues, 2006-16 (price index), is this reasonable?

• Is there enough information about theme 3 “Supporting New 
technology?”



Topics for Consideration
• Is annual revenue growth > CPI justified. Nominal growth 5.66%, 

“X-factor” = -3.08%

• What are consumers saying re price – reliability trade-off?

• How does Proposal stack up against Evoenergy’s 4 key themes?

• Rate of Return – separate process. MRP = 7% seems high.

• To what extent have non-network options been considered? 

• Opex is about half the increase in proposed total revenue, are there more 
opportunities for efficiencies and cost reductions?

• Opex Partial Multifactor Productivity is OK, but Total Partial Multifactor 
Productivity improved over last 12 months, but still low. To what extent has 
this continued? How can network be used more efficiently?

• Is a  “step change” for increased vegetation management costs warranted?



Topics for Consideration

• AER’s growth trends have been applied but are they appropriate? Eg Zero 
productivity Are there labour productivity gains to offset forecast wages 
growth?

• How realistic are growth forecasts? Eg Molongolo, 

• How effective was consumer engagement? What was heard and applied?

• Repex is largest component (35% capex), despite a comparatively young 
network, is this reasonable?

• Depreciation / IT spending are related, is IT spending too high?

• Contingent Project, how will consumers be engaged?

• Rate of return and increased MRP will be addressed in rate of return 
review



Where next ? General Observations
We observe ongoing changes in how regulatory processes are 
undertaken, including:

• Much earlier starts; Preliminary revenue proposals.

• Deliberative forums / deep dives to engage consumers and other 
stakeholders on detail

• Wider range of consumer engagement activity, note heterogeneity 
of consumers

• Three way engagement without prejudice: network, regulator, 
consumers

• Where next? Opportunities to engage more fully, more 
frequently? Earlier start, more transparent.


